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HARISH KAPADIA

Climbing and Trekking in SE Ladakh

(Plates 36-39)

T somoriri is a huge mountain lake in the Rupshu area of SE Ladakh.
Here the Inner Line restrictions were removed in 1994 and the area is

now open to all visitors. It was recently linked with Leh by a rough motor
able road. This is a beautiful area, surrounded by many peaks and high
altitude lakes and containing much wildlife. It is inhabited by nomads
known as Changspas who live in rabos (tents) during the summer while they
tend their flocks of sheep which produce the rare pashmina wool, one of
the finest and costliest of all varieties.

Some famous travellers had been here before us: George Trebeck in 1822,
Thomas Thomson in 1847 and A H Francke in 1909. In recent years, it
was a party from Delhi led by Romesh Bhattacharjee who in 1984 and
again in 1993 drew attention to the area and climbed the first peak: Mata
11, which has now been renamed Mentok 11.

Our party of six left Bombay on 26 June 1995. We were all old climbing
companions: Vijay Kothari, Kaivan Mistry, Monesh Devjani, Divyesh,
Vineeta Muni and myself as leader. We were joined by four friends from
Kumaon: Harsinh Sr, Diwansinh, Harsinh Jr and Kesarsinh. After flying
to Leh, where we spent three days acclimatising, we travelled to the
Tsomoriri Lake which is 221 km away. To visit and climb around the lake
we first needed a permit from the local authorities. This was obtained with
out difficulty. The first part of our journey, a distance of some 144km, was
on a fine metal road, via Upshi and Chumathang, to Mahe bridge where
we crossed the Indus. After that the road became rough and sandy in places,
requiring a four-wheel drive vehicle to negotiate the remaining 65km, via
Sumdo and the Namshang La, to Karzok, the only village in the area, on
the western shore of the lake. Here there is a small rest house; to use it we
had obtained advance permission from Leh.

We stayed two days at Karzok visiting the monastery and arranging for
donkeys to carry our luggage. The two peaks we were hoping to climb
towered above the eastern shore of the lake. Earlier, the name Thalda Kurrni
was suggested for this massif, but at Karzok no one seemed to have heard
of that name, while the lamas and elders of the village called the two high
est peaks Lungser, 6666m, ('The golden mountain') and Chhamser, 6622m,
('The place to worship'). Another peak was named Lapgo, 6405m, ('The
place for prayer') .
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36, SE Ladakh, Rising above Tsomoriri Lake, (L) Chhamser Kangri, 6622m, showing route
of second ascent, and (R) Lungser Kangri, 6666m, the highest peak of Rupshu,
showing route of first ascent. (Harish Kapadia) (p 107)

37, Karzok monastery and Mentok range rising behind Tsomoriri lake,
(Harish Kapadia) (pI07)
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Base Camp was established at Kurchyu at 4915m, a little above the east
ern shore of the lake. This was one of the very few places where drinking
water was available. Unfortunately Monesh Devjani had to return to Leh
and Bombay after the recurrence of an old ankle-ligament injury. Divyesh
and Vineeta Muni, with one porter, left for the Lapgo nala as planned. They
were to climb on their own. The next two days were spent looking for a
site for Advanced Base Camp, the main consideration being the avail
ability of water. Ultimately we found a suitable place on the Rungyado
Phu at 5720m. After ferrying loads to Advanced Base Camp and studying
the various ridges on our first peak, Chhamser Kangri, we decided to
attempt the SW ridge via the Chhamser Col. By 13 July we were ready to
start.
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Chhamser Kangri, 6622m
A plateau had to be crossed to reach the base of our peak. On 14 July five
of us (Kapadia, Mistry, Kothari, Harsinh Jr and Kesarsinh) left Camp 1 at
7.30am. It was cold with a strong breeze. After traversing steep moraine
we reached the beginning of the S ridge which we climbed up to attain a
snow slope leading to the SW ridge. The slope was steep, with patches of
ice. We put on crampons while the porters, who were without crampons,
were belayed at some places. By llam we had reached the SW ridge and
found a cairn erected by a khalasi of the Survey of India. From this point
onwards we followed the gradually rising SW ridge which rose steeply
towards the crest. Kothari stopped at this point, about l50m below the
summit. The rest of us reached the summit at 1pm. Again a giant cairn
marked the top, but the view was stupendous - we could see the Tibetan
Plateau, the Indus Valley and the Tsomoriri Lake. We left a flag on the
summit cairn and retreated by the same route. A tired party reached Camp
1 at 4pm.

In the meantime, Divyesh and Vineeta Muni had also decided to attempt
Chhamser Kangri the next day, but from the opposite direction to the one
we had taken. The two of them left from a high camp and climbed the NE
ridge. As they approached the summit they were surprised to see a cairn
with a flag. Thus this high peak was climbed by two separate routes, with
out collaboration, by different members of the same party!

Lungser Kangri, 6666m
Lungser Kangri is the highest peak of the Rupshu area. On 15 July we
moved our camp to a better position at 6240m (Camp 2) and headed to
wards the final col leading to the N ridge of the peak. The next day, four of
us (Kapadia, Mistry, Harsinh Sr and Harsinh Jr) left Camp 2 at 6.30am
and descended to the Lungser nala; we then had to climb up to the Lungser
Pass which we reached by 8.30am. Then followed the NE slopes, gentle
but crevassed, which led to the N ridge at 6400m. Harsinh Sr fell into a
crevasse but we held him on the rope. Mistry led on the steep l50m ice
slope and soon we were on the final summit slope at about 6600m. But the
day was far from over. The summit plateau kept on rising for 1.5km for the
last 60m, testing our strength and patience as each slope rose like a gentle
wave above us. Finally, at 1.30pm we were on the extreme southern end of
the plateau which was the true summit. Thank goodness there was no
cairn this time to disappoint us! The views of Ungti, Chummar, the great
bend of Pare Chu and Hanle were a great reward.

After half an hour on the summit we made two rappels and a gentle
descent of the ridge to reach the low point at the Lungser nala by 5pm. We
then had to tackle a 250m climb back up to Camp 2, which was now above
us. This took 21h hours and was torture for our tired party. It was a lesson
never to position a summit camp so that the summiters have to climb up to
it after a hard day!
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38. Thiksey monastery, Ladakb.

(Harish Kapadia) (P107)

Below
39. Thugje village, northern Rupshu.

Nomads gather here
to spend the winter.
(Harish Kapadia) (P107)
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Lapgo Peak, 6405m
Meanwhile, Divyesh and Vineeta Muni had separated from the main party
on 5 July, as planned, to climb peaks to the NE of the Lungser massif.
With one porter and Diwansinh in support, they spent the next 12 days
climbing two high peaks. First they established a camp at 5800m and ex
plored the area. On 10 July they started at 7.30am in rather unsettled
weather. They climbed the NW slopes of Lapgo Peak which consisted of
hard snow. Using crampons they reached the summit at l2.30pm. Later,
on 15 July, they climbed the ENE ridge of Chhamser Kangri and were
surprised to be greeted by a Survey of India cairn and a flag hoisted by our
team the previous day.

Trek to the lakes of the northern Rupshu
On 17 July we all met up again at Base Camp and the horses arrived the
next day. We were soon safely lodged in the Karzok rest house, exchang
ing stories of our adventures.

Kapadia, Kothari and Mistry noW' undertook a six-day, 125km trek to
the northern Rupshu area. The trek took them over eight passes includ
ing the famous Pologongka La. Like early travellers, they rode horses on
some sections which, though enjoyable, was no less tiring.

Tso Kar is a giant lake near Thugje monastery. Traditionally salt is pro
duced by this lake and it has been called 'salt-covered plain'. The lake to its
south, Startsapuk Tso, is small but beautiful. We returned via Nakpogoding
to another lake, Tazangkuru (Thazam) Tso, and so back to Tsomoriri. A
lot was written about these lakes in the early literature.

The weather was now rather unsettled. Ladakh is no longer a rain-shadow
area and the monsoon reaches the Ladakh plateau. It was raining heavily
on the mountains of Lahul, blocking the Leh-Manali road. We saw a variety
of wildlfe and birds in the area including Nangpas (wild geese), Skyang (wild
donkeys) and Phya (marmots) which were seen in plenty. Chathung thung
(black necked cranes) were observed at Tso Kar. Many other varieties of
wildlife are present in this area and it is a paradise for naturalists.

Summary: The South-East Ladakh Expedition 1995 made the first ascent
of Lungser Kangri, 6666m, via the N ridge, on 16 July 1995 and the first
ascent of Lapgo Peak, 6405m, via the NW slopes, on 10 July 1995. They
made the second ascent of Chhamser Kangri, 6622m, via the SW ridge on
14 July. In addition they crossed 11 passes including Yalegon Pass (5400m),
Gyamsu La, 5400m, Kanyur La, 5410m and Nanakla, 5240m. The expe
dition was sponsored by The Mountaineers, Bombay.

Participants: Harish Kapadia (leader), Vijay Kothari, Kaivan Mistry,
Monesh Devjani, Divyesh and Vineeta Muni (all from Bombay). Four
other members of the expedition were from Kumaon: Harsinh Sr,
Diwansinh, Harsinh Jr and Kesarsinh.
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